It’s in the Kit.
All you need
and nothing
you don’t.

BAHNOFFICE

Welcome to BAHNOFFICE.
Simple, freestanding components
come together to create scalable and
endlessly configurable workstations
that are ready for the offices of today
and tomorrow.
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The Kit:
5 simple
components
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1/ Desk 2/ Rail 3/ Storage 4/ Aisle-side Endings 5/ Work Islands
Each piece in the Kit is freestanding and designed to work alone or together

Finishes / Desks in Fawn Cypress and Black. Rail in
Black powdercoat with Anchorage Sunshine textile
screens. Storage in Frosty White and Fashion Grey
with Anchorage Sunshine cushion

Designed to give users the freedom to
move throughout the day without all
the clutter, Bahn is a rail-based system
that is independent of surrounding
infrastructure. Bahn delivers height
adjustable worksurfaces, mobile and
fixed storage, and easy access to
power, all while actively managing
open office cord clutter.
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Flexible and reconfigurable.
With one kit, the open plan flexes
to scale up or down as the needs
of the organization change. From
focused teams to creative hubs
and heads-down individuals to
mobile nomads, Bahn adapts to
the dynamic nature of work.
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Finishes / Desks in Frosty White and Black. Rail
in Black with Fawn Cypress Cable Modesty.
Storage in Frosty White and Fawn Cypress

BAHNOFFICE

BAHNOFFICE

How to plan.
“I need to fit X-number of people
in Y-size space.” We get it.
Bahn fits workspace footprints, small
and large. The desks, storage, and
variable length rail are freestanding
components designed to be
reconfigured, again and again.

6-pack example with side tower storage
and aisle-side recycle center

4-pack example with side tower storage
and aisle-side gallery panels

8-pack example with mobile trolley
and aisle-side gallery panel

5-pack with side tower storage
and team meeting table

When change occurs, and it does,
all that you need is in the Kit.
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6-pack example with
mobile credenzas

What's in the Kit?

BAHNOFFICE

What's in the Kit?
Everything you need and nothing
you don’t.
Bahn Office is designed for change
management. From the powered
height adjustable desks to the
scalable ease of the modular
Rail, each freestanding component
plays an essential role, alone or
together. Even storage is more agile
with the collaborative Work Islands
and mobile personal storage on the
cool beauty of industrial casters.

Desk
Height adjustable rectangles
or 120° worksurfaces

Aisle-side Ends
Gallery panel, lockers, recycle center
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Rail
Power, voice, data with
Integrated cable management

Mobile and Fixed Storage
Trolley, ped, credenza, side tower

Work Islands
Standing height central storage
with specifiable modules

BAHNOFFICE

Bahn Desk.
The height adjustable desks are
powered by 2 lifting columns and
cables follow along inside a flexible
E-chain. The desk surfaces are solid
core engineered wood in rectangular
or 120º shapes. A flush-mounted switch
in the surface provides user control.

46.5"

27"

The Desk:
Foot
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The Bahn foot is an arching steel taper that
maintains a low profile in the body pocket

Finishes / Desks in Olive Forbo and Silver. Rail in
Charcoal with Anchorage Straw screens. Storage
in Frosty White and White Markerboard

Powered lifting column

E-chain for cables

Bahn Rail and Cable Modesty
for cable and brick stowage

Low profile taper foot

BAHNOFFICE

Bahn Rail.
6"

The most efficient and cost-effective
way to get power from A-Z is the rail.
With 2 duplex receptacles per user, the
rail packs plenty of power with voice
and data delivery.
The rail scales up from a slim open
span to a fully enclosed modesty
with room enough for power bricks.

A rail that scales

Finish consideration

Installation

Use the light scale rail for an open plan that celebrates the exposed vibe of
industrial parts. Scale up with a Cable Modesty to store cable clutter. Then,
add a screen for even more space division and privacy

As the utility gateway for the workstation, consider toning
the rail powdercoat color to blend with the flooring

Top-down leveling via a 7mm hex wrench
helps manage an uneven floor

Optional add-on
desk power

Rail screens
Markerboard

Textile

Translucent acrylic

26"
20"
52"
46"

The rail is smart, too. With 6 inches of
top-down leveling, sloping floors have met
their match. The flat steel foot sits discreetly
on the floor without visible glides.

48" - 90"

Quick-connect
jumper

Textile or laminate
cladding

Starter/ adder logic

Cable Modesty

Starter/adder modularity with UL-listed
4 circuit power that quick-connects
between rail sections

Cable Modesty with ample stowage for power
bricks, cables, and additional plug strips
Lift-off panel access
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Integrated cable trough for
light duty wire management
and cord head protection

E-chain for cables

BAHNOFFICE

Bahn Storage.
Mobile and fixed storage are essential
components to create effective team spaces.
Freestanding Work Islands and Lockers
help divide space between runs. Personal
storage is friendly, compact, and mobile.

Slim mobile ped
Non-handed
mobile credenza
Freestanding lockers and
recycle center

Side Towers create side privacy with
enough storage to surprise the pack rat.
Oh, did we say it’s non-handed and has
a USB charger built-in?

Slim ped, credenza, and trolley
(mobile storage)
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Work Islands
(mobile central storage)

Recycle center, lockers, side tower
(fixed storage)

Finishes / Desks in Frosty White and Charcoal. Rail in
Charcoal with Synergy 66 Serendipity textile screens.
Gallery Panel in Charcoal. Storage in Fawn Cypress
and Frosty White

BAHNOFFICE

Aisle-side Ends.
Bahn makes useful and beautiful
endings for a run of desks. Plants sit
atop the recycle center, a compact ode
to the greener good.
Alternative aisle-side endings include
textile or laminate clad panels, short and
tall, or lockers that provide extra storage
for resident teams.

Low gallery panel with optional plant holders

Lockers – 6 person and recycling center (140” end)

High gallery panel with optional markerboard

Aisle-side Ends:
Recycle Center
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The innovative recycle center
reduces clutter and offers teams
a great way to keep it green

Locker – 4 person

BAHNOFFICE

Work Islands.
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Finishes / Storage in Fawn Cypress with
White Markerboard

Modular by nature, Work Islands
are where teams go to collaborate,
sketch or layout materials for review.
In the open plan, islands provide
needed central storage and useful
space division.

Work Island modules
provide a range of
functional storage types
from open to closed, with
options for stacking, piling,
filing or even recycling.

BAHNOFFICE

Work Islands.
The unsung hero of the open plan,
the Work Island is a give-back to
teams that share project materials.
With open and closed storage
options, the standing height islands
become hubs of activity that invite
collaboration, especially with a
markerboard top surface.

90” base
Bookcase shelving with 6 lockable file drawers

42"

60” base with double 12" overhang top
Open bookcases with adjustable center shelf

Storage includes lockers and a
recycle center on the end that
help to clean up all the clutter.
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90"
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1/
2/
3/
4/
5/
6/
7/
8/
9/

End recycle center
End bookcase open
Open bookcase with pass-through
2-file open bookcase with pass-through
4-file with pass-through
4-file, 2 box drawer
4-door bookcase
4-locker
2-locker

60" base with 12" overhang top
Recycle center with bookcase and 2 lockers

*All configurations
available with
casters or fixed
with glides

60"
30"

20

30" base
4 lockable file drawers

Desks
48", 54", 60", 72"

Desk screens
47", 53", 59", 65", 71", 77", 83"

72", 78"

Desk accessories

27"
27"

BAHNOFFICE

Rectangle height adjustable

23"
CPU Holder

120° height adjustable

Markerboard Translucent
Fabric

What's in the Kit?
Everything you need and
nothing you don’t.

Rail
48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90"

Rail screen
48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90"

End
Support

15"
Markerboard
Fabric

Translucent

Trolley

Markerboard
Fabric

End
Support

Starter
Adder

Markerboard
Fabric

Markerboard
Fabric

Translucent

42", 48", 54", 60"
52"
46"

24"
Ped

15"

27", 30", 33"

Mobile & fixed storage
12", 15"
12", 15"
22"

Rail 120° cable modesty
72", 78"

Rail 120° screens
72", 78"
26"
20"

26"
20"
Starter
Adder

Rail 120°
72", 78"

Rail cable modesty
48", 54", 60", 66", 72", 78", 84", 90"

Credenza
Side Tower

Lockers & Cubbies
30"

45"

Recycle Center
48", 54", 60"

60"

52"
46"

36"

52"
46"

Gallery Panel
30", 60", 72"
52"
46"
30"

Gallery Panel accessories
22", 52", 64"
24"

140"
26"
23"

52"
46"
30"

15"

Markerboard
No Back

Work Islands
30", 60", 90"

30", 42", 54", 60", 72", 84", 90", 102", 114"

Markerboard Back

15"

15"

End bookcase
open

End recycle
center

30"

Fabric Screen Back

Plant Holder Back

30"

30"

30"

30"

15"

30"

36"

Base
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Worksurface Top

Open bookcase
2 file, open with
with pass-through pass-through

4 file, open with
pass-through

4 file, 2 box
drawer

Bookcase,
4 door

Locker,
2 door

Locker,
4 door

Personal
markerboard

12"
16"

Plant holder

watson is a thriving pacific northwest manufacturer of furniture solutions for the commercial
workplace. our products are ingredient-driven and designed with a modern environmental
sensibility so that future generations may also thrive.
super simple. super green. super cool.
contact us. you’ll be glad you did. 26246 Twelve Trees Lane NW, Poulsbo, WA 98370 tel 360.394.1300 www.watsonfurniture.com

